A protocol for a systematic review of randomised evaluations of strategies to improve recruitment of rural participants to randomised controlled trials
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ABSTRACT:

Introduction: People living rurally face health inequities fuelled by social exclusion, access to and awareness of health services, and poor transport links. In order to improve the acceptability, accessibility and applicability of health and care interventions, it is
important that clinical trial participant populations include people living rurally. Identifying strategies that improve recruitment of rural participants to trials will support trialists, reduce research waste and contribute to alleviating health inequalities experienced by rural patients. The objective of the review is to quantify the effects of randomised evaluations of strategies to recruit rural participants to randomised controlled trials.

**Methods:** The following databases will be searched for relevant studies: Ovid MEDLINE, Embase, Cochrane Library, Web of Science All, EBSCO CINAHL, Proquest, ERIC, IngentaConnect, Web of Science SSCI and AHCI, and Scopus. Any randomised evaluation of a recruitment intervention aiming to improve recruitment of rural participants to a randomised trial will be included. We will not apply any restriction on publication date, language or journal. The primary, and only, outcome of our review will be the proportion of participants recruited to a randomised controlled trial. Two reviewers will independently screen abstracts and titles for eligible studies, and then full texts of relevant records will be reviewed by the same two reviewers. Where disagreements cannot be resolved through discussion, a third reviewer will adjudicate.

**Results:** We will assess the methodological quality of individual studies using the Cochrane risk of bias tool, and the GRADE approach will be applied to determine the certainty of the evidence within each comparison.

**Conclusion:** This systematic review will quantify the effects of randomised evaluations of strategies to recruit rural participants to trials. Our findings will contribute to the evidence base to support trial teams to recruit a participant population that represents society as a whole, informing future research and playing a part to alleviate health inequalities between rural and urban populations.

**Keywords:**
participant recruitment, randomised controlled trials, recruitment strategies, rural recruitment, trial methodology, underserved groups.
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**FULL ARTICLE:**

**Introduction**

**Background**

Randomised controlled trials (hereby referred to as ‘trials’) are the gold standard method for evaluating health and care interventions, including medicinal products, and services. Recruiting participants to trials can be extremely difficult, and can make or break the success of a trial. Recruiting fewer participants than is needed to answer the research question can result in an underpowered trial that fuels the significant problem of research waste.

In recent years the focus of the trials community has shifted from simply recruiting participants to recruiting the right participants to ensure that trials are designed explicitly for the patients that stand to benefit most from their results.

The INCLUDE Project, funded and led by the UK’s National Institute for Health and Care Research, identified a variety of groups that are routinely underserved by health research; characterised by lower inclusion in research, high healthcare burden that is not matched by research volume, poorer health outcomes and lower engagement with healthcare interventions compared to other groups. These underserved groups varied by demographic factors, social and economic factors, health status and disease-specific factors.

The experiences of people living in rural and remote areas are complex and multifaceted, and although they are named explicitly in INCLUDE’s list of groups by social and economic factors, their experiences intersect with those of several other underserved groups, such as people at age extremes, those in full-time employment and people experiencing digital exclusion/disadvantage.

People living rurally face health inequities fuelled by social exclusion, access to and awareness of health services, and poor transport links. In comparison to people living in urban areas, mortality rates for asthma are higher, cancer is diagnosed at a later stage, leading to increased mortality, intervention rates for heart disease are lower, and patients are admitted to hospital less frequently. The mean age of rural people is rising rapidly, fuelling the complex health needs of this population. In addition, the rationing of healthcare resources may have impacted rural patients disproportionately. The nature of rural living produces a complex set of challenges that lead to increased socioeconomic disadvantage in older populations, those experiencing socioeconomic disadvantage are also a group underserved by health research.

To ensure that health and care interventions are acceptable, accessible and applicable to people living rurally, it is important that researchers are able to effectively recruit rural participants into their trials. Recent systematic reviews have sought to quantify the effects of recruitment interventions with the aim of giving trial teams an evidence base to work from when planning their recruitment strategies, but as yet none of this work has focused solely on people living rurally.

This systematic review will quantify the effects of randomised evaluations of strategies to recruit rural participants to trials. Our findings will contribute to the evidence base to support trial teams to recruit a participant population that represents society as a whole, informing future research and playing a part to alleviate health inequalities between rural and urban populations.

**Objectives**

In this review, we will explore trial recruitment methods being used to target participants living rurally. Our objective is to answer the question ‘Does the use of these trial recruitment methods increase the proportion of rural participants recruited to randomised controlled trials?’ We will include randomised evaluations of recruitment methods with at least one comparator.

**Criteria for considering studies for this review**

**Types of studies:** These studies include a comparison of two or more interventions to improve recruitment of people living rurally to randomised controlled trials. These comparisons must be randomised: they should randomly allocate participants to intervention or comparison groups.

The context of the included host trials is likely to be health care, and we will include trials set across all stages of health care, including collaborative care taking place within more than one
Types of participants: Participants will be individuals living rurally who are involved in a trial. Due to the diverse nature of rurality and the way that rurality is defined in various global contexts, we will not use a fixed definition of rurality. A location that we define as rural in our own context (our study team all reside in Scotland, UK), will be very different to a location defined as local in Tanzania, Canada or India, for example. The UK’s Office for National Statistics Rural Urban Classification defines areas as rural using population, settlements with a resident population of more than 10 000 are rural in the UK context. In contrast, the Indian government defines rurality using a combination of population, population density and employment, defining a rural area as one with a population of less than 5000, a population density of less than 400 per square kilometre, and where more than 25% of the male working population is engaged in agricultural pursuits.

Types of interventions: Any intervention, strategy or approach aimed at improving or supporting recruitment of participants nested within randomised controlled trials performed for purposes unrelated to recruitment may be considered. Included interventions could be aimed at any trial stakeholder group (eg research ethics committees, trial recruitment staff or trial participants). Examples of such interventions include, but are not limited to, the use of different methods to remind participant of appointments, use of different types (including both method of information delivery and content) of participant information leaflets, changes to the staff member making the approach to potential participants, where and/or when the initial consent process takes places, financial incentives, specific transport connections to the study site and use of different data collection methods.

Types of outcome measures: Our primary measure will be the proportion of individuals recruited into a randomised controlled trial. Where study authors report the proportion of individuals recruited as well as the proportion of individuals randomised, we will extract and report both of these data and consider potential differences between them.
• Intervention: any rationale or theory to the intervention, details of the materials and procedures used to deliver it, who provided the intervention and how, and, if assessed, whether the intervention or comparison changed throughout.
• Participant: eligibility criteria for the host trial, characteristics of the participants recruited and if these characteristics differed between intervention and comparison groups.
• Setting: the country and context in which the host trial was conducted, and details of where the intervention was delivered.

Results

Data analysis

Studies will be analysed according to the type of recruitment intervention being evaluated (e.g., method of communication such as use of SMS reminders, changes to the delivery of participant information, or content of communication such as language variations, use of video or illustrations to portray participant information). Studies will be further categorised should we find the same intervention applied to more than one trial setting, intervention type or participant group.

The latest update to the Cochrane review ‘Strategies to improve recruitment to randomised trials’, published in 2018, included 68 trials evaluating 72 comparisons. With this in mind, we do not anticipate a significant volume of studies as we are focusing specifically on recruitment of rural participants. We will present results as risk difference with the associated 95% confidence intervals. As recommended by the Cochrane Handbook, we will calculate prediction intervals when more than 10 studies are included within any one category and there is no clear funnel plot asymmetry.

Where there are insufficient data to conduct statistical analyses, we will present a descriptive analysis of the interventions being evaluated.

Dealing with missing data: We will attempt to contact the corresponding authors of studies where details about the participant population, the intervention and/or outcome data are missing. Data will be analysed as reported, and loss to follow-up will be reported and assessed as a potential source of bias in our risk of bias assessment.

Assessment of heterogeneity: Where data allow, heterogeneity between the studies will be assessed using the $\chi^2$ test for heterogeneity, and the degree of heterogeneity will be quantified using the $I^2$ statistic. As we have noted previously, we do not anticipate a significant volume of included studies; we will therefore include 95% confidence intervals to express the uncertainty associated with $I^2$ estimates.

Where substantial heterogeneity is detected ($I^2 \geq 50\%$), possible explanations will be explored between reviewers and the data summarised using a random-effects model if appropriate.

Assessment of reporting bias: We will investigate reporting (publication) bias for our primary outcome where there are 10 or more studies of the same participant populations, intervention types, and for which outcome measures are available. To do this, we will use a funnel plot and take care when interpreting any asymmetry, as publication bias is not always the root of this.

Confidence in cumulative estimate: Where possible, we will bring studies together that have comparable participant populations, intervention types and outcome measures. Pooling these studies will enable us to apply the GRADE approach to give an overall assessment of the certainty of the evidence presented to us. Certainty will be considered as:

- high: further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of an effect, and is unlikely to change the estimate
- moderate: further research may have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of an effect, and may change the estimate
- low: further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of an effect, and is likely to change the estimate
- very low: further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of an effect, and is very likely to change the estimate.

Two reviewers will independently apply GRADE to studies to determine the certainty of the evidence within each comparison.

Conclusion

This systematic review will quantify the effects of randomised evaluations of strategies used to increase the representation of rural participants in clinical trials. The results of this review have the potential to influence the design and conduct of future clinical trials, working to highlight the unmet health needs of rural communities. Specifically, our findings will inform trialists of evidence-based recruitment strategies that can be used to increase rural representation and reduce disparities between rural and urban populations.

This work is part of the Trial Forge initiative to improve trial efficiency.
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Appendix I: Clinical and social sciences database searches

Clinical databases
Date of search: 4 March 2022
Ovid MEDLINE(R) and Embase Ahead of Print, In-Process, In-Data Review & Other Non-Indexed Citations, Daily and Version <1946 to March 03, 2022>

1. exp Clinical Trial as Topic/ 371099
2. exp Research Subjects/ 30960
3. Patient selection/ 61084
4. Patient Participation/ 2690
5. Research Design/ 114685
6. ( recruit* or enrol* or participat* or enter* or entry or engag* or accru*) adj3 (trial? or study or studies or research?)/3 375803
7. recruit* ab. file2 67796
8. participat* ab. file2 10897
9. crit5 10334432
10. ( enrol* or recruit*) adj5 (method? or strateg* or approach? ? or intervention? or "best practice")/tw. 71994
11. Rural Population/ 60964
12. ( rural* or non-rural*) tw. 186364
13. Remote ab. file2 113779
14. (remote* or communit* or population? or setting?)/tw. 5299
15. (research* or health* or care* or study* or intervention* or outcome* or health care* or health effect*) adj5 (trial? or study or studies or research?)/tw. 560338
16. randomized controlled trial pt. 560338
17. controlled clinical trial/ 95419
18. randomized ab. 552395
19. placebo ab. 2329881
20. drug therapy n. 2453896
21. randomized ab. 377075
22. trial ab. 589300
23. group ab. 2317675
24. crit5 20762492
25. exp somatic/ or human/ /4968460
26. 24 not 25 459071
27. 9 and 10 and 14 and 26 209

Embase <1974 to 2022 Week 08>

1. exp "clinical trial topic"/ 362691
2. research subject/ 3047
3. patient selection/ 101093
4. patient participation/ 31368
5. methodology/ 1628847
6. ( recruit* or enrol* or participat* or enter* or entry or engag* or accru*) adj3 (trial? or study or studies or research?)/tw. 560338
7. recruit* ab. file2 102596
8. participat* ab. file2 130182
9. crit5 26821311
10. ( enrol* or recruit*) adj5 (method? or strateg* or approach? ? or intervention? or "best practice")/tw. 121902
11. rural population/ 51496
12. ( rural* or non-rural*) tw. 188271
13. (remote* or communit* or population? or setting?)/tw. 6571
14. crit5 20345192
15. randomized controlled trial/ 696888
16. controlled clinical study/ 465081
17. randomization/ 93659
18. double blind procedure/ 162593
19. random% tw. 1794817
20. placebo tw. 59680
21. (clinical or clinical trial) tw. 2277743
22. (assign* or allocated) tw. 440063
23. (controlled or controlled trial) tw. 406822
24. crit5 2324607
25. 9 and 10 and 14 and 24 211

Costsare Library
#1 MeSH descriptor: Clinical Trials as Topic/ explode all trees 49633
#2 MeSH descriptor: Research Subjects/ explode all trees 4559
#3 MeSH descriptor: Patient Selection/ explode all trees 3047
#4 MeSH descriptor: Patient Participation/ explode all trees 31368
#5 MeSH descriptor: Research Design/ this term only 9516
#6 ( recruit* or enrol* or participat* or enter* or entry or engag* or accru*) NEAR5 (trial? or study or studies or research?/ 121902
#7 crit5 26821311
#8 enrol* or recruit* NEAR5 (method? or strateg* or approach? ? or intervention? or "best practice")/ 27071
#9 MeSH descriptor: Rural Population/ this term only 1907
#10 rural or non-urban/ 110511
#11 remote NEAR5 (community or population? or setting?)/ 407
#12 crit5 110511
#13 and #6 and #12 510 [288 trials; 205 SR; 16 protocols; 1 clinical answer]

Web of Science (all)
1. (recruit* or enrol* or participat* or enter* or entry or engag* or accru*) NEAR5 (trial? or study or studies or research?/ Topics/ 485422
2. ( enrol* or recruit*) Near5 (method? or strateg* or approach? ? or intervention? or "best practice")/ (Topics/ 71864
3. rural* or non-urban/ (Topics/ 312035
4. remote near5 (community or population? or setting?)/ (Topics/ 64301
5. 3 or 4 318123
6. 1 and 2 and 5 433

EBSCO-CINahl
S1. (MH "Clinical Trials") 333318
S2. (MH "Research Subject Recruitment") OR (MH "Research Subjects") 23154
S3. (MH "Patient Selection") 24970
S4. (MH "Study Design") 36459
S5. ( recruit* OR enrol* OR participat* OR enter* OR entry OR engag* OR accru*) NS (trial? OR study OR studies OR research?/ 560714
S6. (S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5) 850895
S7. ( enrol* OR recruit* H/ (method? OR strategy OR approach?) OR intervention? OR "best practice")/ 28799
S8. (MH "Rural Population") 12213
S9. rural* OR non-urban/ 79318
S10. remote NEAR5 (community OR population? OR setting?)/ 2771
S11. (S8 OR S9 OR S10) 82462
S12. (MH "Randomized Controlled Trial")
S13. (MH "Double-Blind Studies")
S14. (MH "Single-Blind Studies")
S15. (MH "Random Assignment")
S16. (MH "Placebo/Placebo Design")
S17. (MH "Cluster Sample")
S18. (MH "Randomized OR randomized")
S19. AB random* 260
S20. (MH sample size) AND AB ( assigned OR allocated OR control )
S22. (MH placebo)
S23. PT (randomized controlled trial)
S24. (MH control OR group)
S25. (MH "comparative study") OR (MH "comparative studies")
S26. (MH "animal studies")
S27. (MH "animal")
S28. (MH "animal studies")